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G-SHOCK
Jaw-dropping style!

Casio India has introduced two jaw-dropping pieces in the G-Shock brand. The
GM-110 has been forged, cut and polished to bring a distinctive design with
metallic look in gold. It’s an analogue watch but has a digital dial with a large case.
The metal covered structure, gold ion plating, magnetic resistance, laminated dial,
industrial style geometric patterns and thick resin band is everything you need to
bring out the oomph factor in the watch. It is the metallic evolutionary watch of the
GA 110 and a watch to celebrate decade long success of the GA 110.
The limited-edition Dragon Ball Z oozes nostalgia. Just turn to the 90s and you’ll
know why. It is infused with all the elements from the famous anime. A big watch
with 3D presence, bold orange colour, dial and logo enhanced with gold accents &
LED and insets with Dragon balls, are an ultimate work of creativity which is further
supported by special packaging. It is sure to take you ‘Back in time’!
Two really stylish pieces from the sturdiest watch family!
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Despite the threat of the pandemic looming above us,
one can see a sense of normalcy returning. Businesses
are slowly opening up. People are slowly and cautiously
moving out. In the pre-pandemic world, this would
have been a bustling busy season for the watch world.
A few festivals have gone past without much fanfare.
However, it is the upcoming Diwali festival as well as
the Wedding season that has been a traditional
crowd-puller for festive and gifting purchases.
Will the market open up? Can we expect to match the demand that one would
have seen in the pre-pandemic times? These are all questions that will be answered
in due course. Brands however, are ready with a slew of attractive offerings and offers.
One would expect that there will definitely be a demand since supply chains
have thankfully not been affected. As we walk on the road to normalcy, it will
be the players who offer truly innovative products that will outshine.
Recently, there has been a great boost in digital and contactless payments. While
we were slowly moving in this direction the pandemic gave a huge push to
contactless payments. As you will see, watches are now also used as payment tools,
and the move is spearheaded in India by none other than Titan. Well, do read this
issue to know more!
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WATCH TREND

OMEGA
Speedmaster “Silver Snoopy Award”
50th Anniversary
50 years after winning the coveted “Silver snoopy Award” from
astronauts, OMEGA brings a Speedmaster timepiece with a
snoopy tribute! The famous beagle in a spacesuit appears on
the subdial at 9 o’clock. The silver dial is laser engraved with
Ag925, and exudes an elegant look. The fun though is on the
back, where you will see an outer-worldly depiction, quite
literally! The iconic quote “Eyes on the Stars” also appears
here. Understandably there are many references to the
Apollo 13 mission. Looks like this one is all set to take us
on a flight beyond earth!
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TITAN
Pay with your watch
Titan has made contactless payments with watches a reality! Following the market pulse where we all see a great
boost in digital and contactless payments, Titan has once again showed that it is at the top of things! Titan
Company Limited has partnered with country’s largest lender State Bank of India (SBI) to introduce Titan Pay
powered by YONO SBI.
What does this mean for watch users? Well, it means really stylish watches that have contactless payment
functionality! This is for SBI account holders who have a Titan Pay watch. All they need to do is tap the watch
for contactless payment at the POS machine. There is no need to swipe the SBI bank card. Payments of up to
INR 2000 can be made without entering a PIN. A secure certified Near-Field Communication (NFC) chip embedded
in the watch strap by Tappy Technologies enables all the functionalities of a standard contactless SBI debit card.
Users can use this facility at 2 million contactless MasterCard-enabled Point-of-Sale (POS) machines in the country.
Moreover, these watches are very accessible in terms of price. There are 3 styles for men and 2 for women.
Through constant investment in technology and design, Titan has offered solutions that meet pressing needs of the
day. This time is no different!
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LOGICAL ONE
White gold edition
Elegant, high-precision, ne Swiss watchmaking
Featuring a supremely hand-decorated in-house movement
with revolutionary chain-and-fusee style constant-force
mechanism and push-button winding.
www.romaingauthier.com
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FOSSIL
Watch Wardrobe

The new range of watches from FOSSIL will surely provide you with a
plethora of choices for your watch wardrobe. The Dive, Bronson & Mega
Machine for men and Mini Scarlette for women are all set to steal
the show.
The Dive watches have a sporty look and represent an elegant chic style.
The FB-03 is the latest addition to the Fossil Blue collection under the
Dive umbrella. It carries the rugged design of the original Fossil Blue, but
also introduces chronograph functionality. Featuring a rotating timing
bezel and inset aluminum topper, FB-03 is an amalgamation of style
and functionality!
Scarlette Mini is for the fashion forward woman. Look at these beauties
and you will see that the vintage-inspired details and the unique silhouette
are just so classic and elegant. The watches are available in a range of
colours. The polished and unmatched looks exude a trendy vibe. Some
of the choices include neutral lilac or olive dial or bolder blue or pink or
magenta.
Fossil’s Bronson and Mega Machine are statement making and have
a very strong vibe. Featuring a 50mm case, these oversized casual
timepieces are magnetic and powerful. The layered bezel showcases
multiple finishes and stacked details. Big and bold is the name of the
game! Some other features include oversized silicon straps, diamond
studded textures with chronograph functionality and industrial styling.
Now is it not a tough choice? Wish we could choose all!
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SWATCH
Sistem 51
Swatch has introduced a new timepiece in the 1983 collection. The
collection has been a popular one. Six models offer reinterpretations of
the first Swatch watches and feature bespoke typography created for
the signage of the new Swatch Headquarters. This is a unisex piece
and makes use of bio-sourced materials. The two newly introduced
bio-sourced materials have been extracted from the seeds of the castor
plant. Carrying with it the ethos of responsibility towards the environment,
this piece is a nod to the future.
The Sistem51 piece revels in classic black. One can appreciate the
decorated movement from the back. There is a small message here
as well- “Don’t Be Too Late”. The seconds hand “tail” in green is there
to remind us about the belonging of this model to the 1983 collection.
The new packaging sets a new standard as well. Made of paper foam, the
material consists of an innovative mix based on potato and tapioca starch.
As a result, the packaging produced with the injection moulding process
is fully biodegradable and can be recycled with paper waste or even
composted right at home. The watch is available exclusively on Myntra.

Simply Elegant A672.30350.6SBM Ø 41mm

Sw

www.mondaine.com
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WATCHES AND
WONDERS
Fair Centerstage
Watches & Wonders staged its first offline fair of 2020 in Shanghai from
9 to 13 September. The Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie (FHH) in
collaboration with Tmall, also staged a series of online experiences to
reach out to a broader range of Chinese audiences. It featured nine
Richemont luxury watch Maisons, including A. Lange & Söhne, Cartier,
Vacheron & Constantin, as well as two independent luxury watchmakers,
Parmigiani Fleurier and Purnell. It represented a blend of online and offline
experiences.
Ever since the world has been in a lockdown mode, a lot of businesses
have shifted online, and rightly so. The FHH had, in April, given a new spin
to the Watches and Wonders concept by curating and presentation new
collections online on www.watchesandwonders.com. This centralized
portal features 30 fine watchmaking brands and is a portal, literally, to the
most bespoke watch making universe. Now, with the success of the first
offline fair of 2020, the hybrid nature of the new fair system is already
setting a precedence.
Now, the magic of the fair continues at Sanya, the southeast China resort
that plays host to Watches & Wonders. Here as well the eleven exhibiting

Maisons are present inside the prestigious CDF Mall. Workshops, talks
and introductions to watchmaking are also part of the event for this
second date in China. After the first three days, reserved for the media
and VIP customers, the event opens to a wider public, in particular
collectors and enthusiasts, who can learn more about watches and
watchmaking thanks to an experiential and educational program, with full
safety measures in place. the Hands-on workshops involve taking apart
then reassembling a mechanical movement, help the participants to get
into the shoes of a watchmake. Another activity is an - Immersive
experience where in collaboration with the exhibiting Maisons, visitors
can, for example, try IWC's Cyberloupe, a digitalised magnifier that
enables them to see a movement exactly as the watchmaker sees it, or
Piaget's Infinitely Personal configurator for ultimate personalisation of an
Altiplano watch, from the case material to the dial colour and gem setting.
Of course, a schedule of informative talks is the cherry on the cake!
The collaboration between the Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie (FHH)
and the China Tourism Group Duty Free Corporation Ltd. (CDFG), marked
by a “Cloud” Signing Ceremony on September 17th, held simultaneously
in Beijing and Geneva, gives a glimpse of what the future of fairs could be.

PANERAI
Submersible Gold-tech
Material innovation is a crucial aspect of watchmaking. The pursuit of
novel applications for materials has often led to some wonderful and
innovative applications. Panerai has been a key player in this area. Their
latest innovation finds expression in a new and unusual combination in the
Submersible family. Panerai Goldtech and Carbotech combine in the new
Submersible Goldtech - 44 mm.
The case of this watch is made from Panerai Goldtech, a gold alloy
with an intense and stable colour. The significant copper content and
enrichment with platinum lends this unique colour to the case. The dial
features applied indexes and satiné soleil decoration, an unconventional
embellishment in the Submersible collection.
Carbotech has been used for the functional components such as the
bezel, crown and crown bridge lever. This composite consists of
overlapping carbon fiber sheets with alternating orientations (seven per
millimeter), aggregated using controlled temperature and high pressure
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and fused with a late-generation polymer binder. The use of this material
works towards accentuating the look of the watch, while serving to keep
up to the functionality of the timepiece, which will be used in extreme
conditions.
Indeed, the watch is tailored to the specific requirements of diving and
is a highly reliable tool able to withstand high pressure and remain
reliable and luminescent underwater. The P.900 Calibre lives up to its
reputation of high-quality mechanics for utmost reliability, accuracy
and precision.
Despite a thickness of 4.2mm, it combines a date indication and
three-day power reserve, which is a feat as well. The watch is water
resistant up to 30 bar. The new Submersible Goldtech 44 mm features
a black rubber strap and a trapezoidal pin buckle in titanium with black
DLC coating. An additional strap composed of Panerai Sportech in
black with ecru stitching also accompanies the watch.

HL VAGABONDE 02
in-house calibre

www.hautlence.com
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WATCH DEN
Watches for HIM

SEIKO
Seiko 5 Sports

The worlds of gaming and watchmaking have converged! Seiko
5 Sports creations now take inspiration from Street Fighter V,
the latest edition of the world-famous Player VS Player fighting
game, Street Fighter. The game dates back to 1987, and it is
now the leading fighting game in the e-sports field, played and
viewed by millions worldwide. The six renditions take inspiration
from six charcaters. Our pick is the KEN - Rush ‘n’ Blaze, Ken’s
costume and blond hair are captured in the watch’s red and
yellow color scheme. Can you spot the costume design on the
dial? At the reverse side of the strap end is the logo of his
company, the Masters Foundation, showing another side to his
identity. The command for one of the most known moves of the
game, “Shoryuken” is printed on the case back. Red equates
power and with this piece on the wrist…well, it’s more power
to style!

Watches do move with the times! Titan and SBI have launched
a range of stylish new watches with contactless payment
functionality for the first time in India. With this launch, SBI
account holders can tap their Titan Pay watch on contactless
payment POS machine without the need of swiping or inserting
their SBI bank card, thanks to the secure certified Near-Field
Communication (NFC) chip embedded in the watch strap. Now,
take a look at this classy elegant watch with a simple
silver dial and brown strap. Not only would this look elegant and
sophisticated, but it would offer a functionality that is so much
needed today!

TITAN
Titan Pay Watch

FREDERIQUE
CONSTANT
Highlife Perpetual
Calendar Manufacture
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This limited-edition timepiece is made in collaboration with
International watch collective, RedBar Group. it features the
FC-775 manufacture calibre movement with a perpetual
calendar perlage and a circular Côtes de Genève decoration.
The polished stainless-steel case is 41mm. Witness the
elegance of the dark grey dial with a globe decoration,
hand-polished silver hands with white luminous treatment,
white counter hands, and a bold red-coloured moonphase to
pay homage to the RedBar Group logo that appears on the
sapphire crystal case back. The edition is limited to 10 pieces.
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WRIST CANDY
Watches for HER

CASIO
Baby-G

Fastrack x Ananya Panday have collaborated for a trendy and
chic collection that includes bags and watches. But, we want
our wrist candies to ruffle established style and take us to the
next level! This watch does just that. A fine infusion of elegance
and glamour, it merges black and brown colours for maximum
impact. The metallic strap sits comfortably on the wrist! This is a
watch that is sure to appeal to the young millennial generation.
It is also a timeless piece that will grow in style as the years
roll by!

Here is a dual tone watch that just has to turn heads! Now we
know that the entire Baby-G watch range are clear fashion
staples. Moreover, they are tough and sporty, as well as chic,
clearly finding a spot in the athleisure niche. However, this one
really introduces an additional spark with the colour pop-in!
The watch case contrasts beautifully with the grey strap.
As a result the watch looks classy and elegant and at the
same time retains its sporty vibe.

FASTRACK
Ruffles Collection

ALPINA
AlpinerX
Comtesse Glacier
Available exclusively online and limited to 500 pieces, this
smartwatch has some seriously smart features! These include
recommended hours of sleep based on previous nights, activity
level required to achieve your goal weight, suggested sports to
play, alerts to get you moving or encourage you to relax
(depending on your heart rate) and plenty more besides. It has
an exceptionally good heart rate monitor and detailed
customized display options. All this data is analysed and
collected in the dedicated Alpina Smartwatch app. Due to the
use of quartz technology, the battery is rechargeable and offers
up to seven days of autonomy. Now that’s a smart move!
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There is something about a classy vintage look that never goes out of
style. Casio has had a fine collection of sophisticated and chic Vintage
range of watches. With more designs added herein, there is a great range
to choose from. One of the predominant features of the watch is that they
are elegant and simplistic. These designs may represent an era in the
past, but they always look good and make a great style statement.
The watches come in a variety of rose golds and also the classic silver.
Iconic designs coupled with top-quality materials is always a good
combination! Vintage design is not new for Casio. The brand has always
had collections in the vintage style trend. All these have also been
extremely fashion-forward.
The new European Vintage watches are made of solid stainless steel with
color-coordinated dials and an elegant mother-of-pearl effect that’s gives
the watches a special touch. A good ion-plated finish locks in the shine
and keeps the color from chipping, making the watches look brand new,
at all times. The new range of Vintage A1000 models are well-equipped
with several practical features such as stopwatch, alarm and automatic
calendar function, topped off with a scratch-resistant mineral glass.
Functionality merges with a bold vintage look!

SEIKO
Prospex

Is it not a great feeling to have a handy tool to fall back on especially when
one is cruising deep waters, literary in the middle of danger? Ever since
Seiko released the first Diver’s watch 55 years ago, the brand has been a
trusted companion for divers. The precision and reliability of the brand is
indeed unmatched.
It is now time to celebrate these past models that are time tested. Based
on the historical models released in 1965 and 1970, the new limitededition collection brings the magic of the past to 2020. The watches on
which the collection is based are the milestones of Seiko diver's watch
history.
A re-creation of the 1965 62MAS 150m and a modern reinterpretation of
the 1970's diver's watch thus joins the 55th-anniversary celebration of
Seiko diver's watches.
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ROLEX
Ultimate for Divers

When it comes to professional divers’ watches, The Oyster Perpetual
Submariner and Oyster Perpetual Submariner Date have time and again
proved their supremacy. In 2020 these stalwarts come watches par
excellence, are unveiled with a redesigned and slightly larger 41 mm case.
With Rolex, we can sure of movements at the forefront of watchmaking
technology. Like all Rolex. As shown by the Superlative Chronometer
certification, symbolized by a green seal, the brand’s in-house certification
also exceeds watchmaking norms and standards in terms of precision,
waterproofness, self-winding and power reserve!
Along with the slightly larger case, there is a bracelet with a broader
centre link. The new Submariner is in Oystersteel and has a black dial

and matching Cerachrom bezel insert. The first version of the Submariner
Date being presented is also made of Oystersteel and brings together a
black dial and green bezel insert. A second, yellow Rolesor version of the
watch (combining Oystersteel and 18 carat yellow gold) has a royal blue
dial and blue bezel insert. The third, 18 carat white gold version features a
black dial and blue bezel insert.
The Oyster Perpetual Submariner is equipped with calibre 3230 –
launched this year – while the Oyster Perpetual Submariner Date is
fitted with calibre 3235. Both movements incorporate the Chronergy
escapement, developed and patented by Rolex, and offer a power
reserve of approximately 70 hours.
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ORIGYN
Counterfeiting no more!

One of the problems plaguing the watch industry since a long time is that of
counterfeiting. Luxury brands do offer a certificate of authenticity, but that
also has its limitations. This is where ORIGYN comes in. This is a unique bit of
technology where a watch leverages its own biometry, and represents its
own unique identity. In simple words, anyone can now take a photograph
of an object using a smartphone application and identify and
authenticate the product. Additionally, one would also get information
on the object’s provenance, history and ownership.
ORIGYN combines decentralized technologies with Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Machine Learning (ML) in a sense it is a digital certification technology.
It authenticates luxury goods instantly by taking a simple snapshot of the
object itself via a classic smart phone application. Authenticate your watch
with your phone…isn’t this innovation something to think about?

GIAN BOCHSLER
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NOMOS
It’s trivia time!
NOMOS timepieces carry a legacy of 175 years of watchmaking tradition
from Glashütte. The brand understands time in and out and so here’s a
little bit of fun that you can have with time on a sunny day! Yes,
sometimes, if you want to tell the time, all you need to do is
look at the sky and follow NOMOS guidelines!
1. Find a spot with a clear view of the sun. An open field with no
large trees or buildings is ideal.
2. Place your hand (it doesn’t matter which one) along the line of the
horizon: Lift your arm, bend your wrist, palm facing towards you.
Tuck your thumb in, as it will just get in the way here. Hold still!
3. If there is still space between your hand and the sun, place your
second hand above the first one.
4. While your hands are outstretched, count the number of fingers
between the sun and the horizon. Each one represents 15
minutes until sunset.
5. And what do you do with that information? Subtract the numbers
of minutes from the time of sunset. You should know that from the
day before.
6. Of course, as you can see in the diagram above, this method is a
little complicated and not very exact. And the size of your hands
will influence your calculations too.
Well, of course, while this is an impressive skill to develop, it may not
be as precise as a Glashütte timepiece! But one can have some fun
sometimes right?

RENATA BATTERIES
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Swiss quality and relentless reliability have been making watches with
Renata batteries tick since the 70’s. Their energy fuels diverse
products including watches, consumer electronics, RFID and
beacons, as well as medical devices and sensors. As one of the
world’s leading battery producers, Renata provides around one million
coin cells a day to customers in over 140 countries. The Swiss
company always has its eye on the future. Its 0% mercury silver oxide
coin cells have set an industry benchmark and significantly raised
the bar through modified materials and advanced production
technologies.
Renata offers a broad portfolio of silver oxide, lithium and zinc air
batteries. Particularly in the silver oxide category the selection is huge.
The offering focuses on the differentiation between high-drain and
low-drain cells, vital in meeting the high technical demands of the
watch sector. This market success is further energized by close
collaboration between Renata and the development arms of Swiss
made quartz watch manufacturers.
In close collaboration with Tissot, Renata recently developed the
rechargeable lithium coin cell, named “ICR 2430”. This battery is
designed for the new Tissot T-Touch Connect Solar Smartwatch. The
battery’s highlight is its long autonomy – the battery, combined with
the solar energy, must be charged only every 6-month.
Another last successful project was the integration of the
manufacturing high performance silver-oxide line. Renata’s
engineering team designed and developed the first state of the art
silver-oxide line worldwide. This investment offers many advantages,
such as highly increased production capacity, flexible planning, full
traceability and complete inspection of each individual cell. Renata
keeps positioning herself strongly in the Industry 4.0 and reaches a
new level of battery manufacturing.

